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Customer Description:  
Company handles millions of pounds/euros worth of transactions 
every day. Any potential threats to its network infrastructure could 
be financially catastrophic. 
 
Application:  
Environmental monitoring and alerts for multiple new server 
rooms 
 
Requirements:  
To monitor temperature and humidity spikes and email the onsite 
team so that they can take remedial action. 
 
Solution: 
We supplied interSeptors for the smaller server rooms and the iS 
Pro 8, 16 and 24 units for their larger data centres, all with dual 
temperature/humidity sensors. The customer has come back to us 
on multiple occasions for more units and has now deployed 
systems at its Australian and Gibraltar locations also. 
 
 
 

Customer:  
Global Betting Website Company 

Product:  
interSeptor & interSeptor Pro 



Customer Description:  
NHS Trust with responsibility for managing multiple UK hospitals 
 
Application:  
Environmental monitoring and alerting in 8 x Server Rooms across 
multiple sites 
 
Requirements:  
To monitor temperature, humidity, power, water leaks and UPS 
battery power. As the customer has a real problem with email 
reliability, they wanted a network-independent environmental 
monitoring solution that will alert them as soon as any problems 
are detected. 
 
Solution: 
The customer has installed  8 x ZonePod GSM together with all the 
sensors required. Using a SIM card, the ZonePod GSM is able to 
send out recorded voice messages and SMS alerts to up to 10 NHS 
personnel. 
 
 
 
 

Customer:  
National Health Service Trust (UK) 

Product: ZonePod GSM 



Customer Description:  
Organisation at the forefront of ground-breaking scientific and 
technological research 
 
Application:  
Power monitoring in data centre racks 
 
Requirements:  
Seriously concerned about data centre power usage, the Financial 
Director of the organisation wanted to be able to understand the 
power usage of multiple data centre racks. The previous method 
of an engineer carrying this out manually  wasted a lot of man-
hours and the information had to be manually entered.  To shut off 
systems to install Smart PDUs was not an option. 
 
Solution: 
We supplied an iMeter Master monitoring system with 4 x 
intelliAmp current probes that could be permanently clamped to 
the rack 32A input power cables. Power data can be logged by the 
iMeter and emailed to the Financial Director, saving the customer 
considerable time and money. 
 
 

Customer: Research Laboratory 
Product: iMeter + intelliAmps 



Customer Description:  
UK branch of a large global investment bank 
 
Application:  
Environmental monitoring for 8 x data centre racks 
 
Requirements:  
The heat output of new blade servers being installed into a number of racks 
was of significant concern to the IT Manager. Consequently, he wanted to be 
able to precisely monitor the in-rack temperature conditions prior to server 
installation and thereafter. 
 
Solution: 
Jacarta supplied the customer with 4 x interSeptor units, each with 2 x 
temperature/humidity sensors. The customer was then able to log the in-rack 
temperatures for a week and receive daily emails of log files (.csv format). 
Temperature levels of 28-33º C were identified, enabling the IT Manager to 
implement the appropriate cooling for the racks prior to blade server 
installation, thus avoiding a potential hardware catastrophe. Ongoing 
monitoring with email and SNMP notification will alerts the IT Manager to 
any over-temperature conditions within the racks. 
 
 

Customer: Investment Bank 
Product: interSeptor 



Customer Description:  
One of Europe’s leading food retail superstore companies 
 
Application:  
Environmental monitoring and alerting in  22 data centres/server 
rooms 
 
Requirements:  
The customer needed a solution that would monitor for water 
leaks, high temperature, humidity extremes and smoke within its 
computer rooms, and provide alarm-specific alerts using telephone 
voice and text messaging. 
 
Solution: 
Jacarta supplied the ZonePod GSM system with built-in auto-dialler 
for 22 customer sites, together with all the required sensors. SMS 
and voice messages can be sent to contact personnel  via the 
telephone landline system, or via  the GSM network should 
landline not be available for whatever reason. 
 
 
 

Customer:  
Major Supermarket Chain (UK) 

Product: ZonePod GSM 
 



Customer Description:  
Global financial services provider with UK-based head office 
 
Application:  
Power monitoring of 50 data centre racks  
 
Requirements:  
The customer needed information about the amount of power 
consumed by each data centre rack in a legacy data centre.  
 
Solution: 
An iMeter Master unit was supplied together with 6 iMeter slaves, 
100 intelliAmps and the Jacarta iMS software. The intelliAmps 
were clamped to the input power cables on the rack PDUs to 
provide an audit trail of each PDU and its  power consumption.  
Reports from the iMS software provide the customer with 
indicative CO2 emission and kWH data. The customer was so 
impressed with the solution, that it has now adopted the same 
solution in a 90-rack, brand new data  centre. 
 
 

Customer:  
Retail and Investment Bank 

Product: 
iMeter + intelliAmps + iMS Software 



Customer Description:  
Large hospital trust based in London 
 
Application:  
Environmental monitoring of small IT closets/cupboards and larger 
server rooms 
 
Requirements:  
The customer needed to monitor multiple IT rooms across the site 
from a single location via a web browser so that they could 
achieve a ‘lights-out’ scenario where each room did not have to be 
checked continually by IT personnel.  
 
Solution: 
We supplied the customer with interSeptor devices with 
temperature/humidity, door security and smoke sensors for the 
smaller rooms and interSeptor Pro8’s with temp/humidity, airflow, 
smoke, power failure and water leak detectors for the larger 
rooms. The devices were integrated with WhatsUp Gold for central 
monitoring, and automated text and voice messages are provided 
by the Jacarta Alert Centre facility. 
 
 

Customer:  
Primary Care Trust (UK) 

Product: interSeptor, interSeptor Pro, 
Alert Centre 



Customer Description:  
UK police force covering several counties in the South of England 
 
Application:  
Monitoring of roadside IT cabinets 
 
Requirements:  
Cabinets were regularly being broken-into and expensive IT 
equipment stolen. In addition, temperature was fluctuating 
significantly in the cabinets. The customer needed to know of any 
security breaches or temperature extremes. The onset of the 
London Olympics increased the need for a suitable solution to be 
implemented rapidly. 
 
Solution: 
An interSeptor with  temperature, door security and vibration 
sensors was supplied for each of the cabinets. Email and SNMP 
alerts rapidly inform the customer if there is a problem with a 
particular cabinet, reducing the risk of costly thefts, loss of data 
and equipment damage.  
 

Customer:   
Regional Police Department (UK) 

Product: interSeptor 


